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Items that have changed from 3.12 to 3.7: 

Please Review the Users manual for a more complete description of all functions.

 
Install: The operator will have the option to install CAM2 into their own profile only, or allow all users of the computer to run CAM2 Measure (recommended). System settings will be copied into the new users profile automatically. 
After Measure 3.7 is installed on a computer with 3.11 or 3.12, the operator will be asked if they would like to upgrade their files. Clicking yes will copy all files from the C:\My Documents\... directories to the C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\FARO (Win 2000) or C:\WinNT\Profiles\All Users\... directory (Win NT). This is the new "My Documents" structure for Windows 2000. Every user logged into Windows NT/2000 will have their own "My Documents." 

**Note** 
WinNT users must have "Power User" or higher membership in order to have Read/Write access to the Application Data directory.  Users below this level may still run CAM2 Measure, but the Administrator must give the user Read/Write access to the WinNT\Profiles\All Users\Application Data directory.
Win2000 users must be given "Standard User" or higher membership in order to have Read/Write access to the Application Data directory.  Users below this level may still run CAM2 Measure, but the Administrator must give the user Read/Write access to the Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data directory.

GD&T Menu: These are the same as the form error we have always had, but most users did not know that when you measure a plane that the "Flatness" value was actually a GD&T dimension. This new menu will allow the user to easily measure the form errors Flatness, Roundness, Straightness, and Cylindricity and report them as single objects. We have added the concept of a Datum feature to Measure, so in the results boxes you will see a check box and drop down to assign a datum letter (A, B, C, etc.). You can also assign them from Review Features. Perpendicularity, Parallelism, and Concentricity have been moved into the GD&T menu and the user interface has changed. You will now pick a feature, enter your tolerance and assign the Datum letter. 

Auto Nominal Association: When you measure a feature, CAM2 will search for the nearest nominal or CAD entity and associate. This should allow you to quickly measure parts and not have to spend the time associating every nominal. The Measure, Point, Inspect Surface command will also respond to this preference. In Part Preferences you have several settings for Auto Nominal Association: 
·	On/Off 
·	Searching Radius 
·	Display Nominal Results (On/Off, when Auto Nominal locates an object, display the results box for the nominal/CAD entity) 
·	Surfaces - All Surfaces or Nominal Surfaces Only (for Inspect Surface)

Auto Label: Nominal/Measured labels will match if assigned through the results box. Example: if you Measure a circle, change the label to "M_HOLE 01" in the results and assign a nominal by Auto Nominal, Key In or From Screen, the nominal will be labeled N_HOLE 01." If "N_HOLE 01" already exists then it will be labeled "N_HOLE 01-001." For the Inspect Surface points they will be labeled N_SURFACE001-001, N_SURFACE001-002, etc. This way points from the same surface can easily be identified. If the nominal exist before the measurement (i.e. Measurement Template) then the Measured label will match that of the Nominal.
 
Dynamic Nominals: Assign a measurement to any type of nominal (point, line or plane reducible). No more point to point only, line to line only, plane to plane only. You can associate edge points to nominal lines.
 
Nominal Alignments: Set Nominal alignments for parts in Body coordinates. You don't have to have to calculate the rotation and translations necessary to Align to a CAD model in Body coordinates any more. Construct a nominal alignment with CAD objects. Measure those objects, construct the same 3-2-1 Alignment, then select CAD = PART and choose the nominal alignment (rather than World). 

Measurement Template: This is a similar command to CAM2 Automotive Templates. It will allow you to select nominal or CAD objects and place them in a list, and execute them one after another. For customers using DES files, they bring in their file, run Measurement Template, select From Screen, "M" hotkey for multi-select and window the nominal data. All nominal data will be added to the template. 

Iterative Alignment Box: Iterative Alignment, Line Iterative and Move Device Position (Leap Frog) now has an active dialog that remains open while it is iterating. You can also set the limit on the number of iterations to perform and converge limit to prevent the iteration from taking a long period of time.
 
Scan Prismatic Features: In Part Preferences you can turn prismatic feature scanning on/off and the filter distance. The filter will not allow any points to be closer than the filter distance. 

Report Header: Now it is possible the have multiple report header formats and customize the fields in a dialogue box. User definable fields allow the user to define the prompt that will be displayed when print is selected. The user definable fields can be checked on or off for specific reports. Not available for SPC Graph. 

Inspect Edge Command: Same functionality as Inspect Surface, but you can use it to inspect edges of sheet metal surfaces. 

Radial Wall Thickness Command: This command works like the Radial Locked Scan command to measure wall thickness of pipes. Set Inner/Outer Diameter and Wall Thickness nominal and tolerances. Scan inner diameter, once a point is collected for each plane the scan will stop and you will be prompted to measure the outside diameter. The results will show you the average inner/outer diameter and the distance thickness between each inner/outer point. 

Review Features: Multi-select features, you can now select several features at a time and apply tolerance or nominal changes all at once. The feature list is moved outside the tab area so you can select the current feature without having to return to the Results tab. Now you can more efficiently review the nominals and tolerances of several measured features. 

XML Based Graphical Reports: The text reports has moved to the File, Export Data menu, and a new Web based report has taken its place.  The Tabular format will only display those values that are toleranced in Review Features (except X, Y and Z).  The report can be saved or emailed and viewed in a Web browser. 



Minor Changes to CAM2 Measure Version 3.7 
 
General
Unit dialogue boxes have been redesigned.
General Scaling and Temperature Convergence have been combined.
You can change the number of decimal places from the DRO window by clicking the Windows symbol with the LEFT MOUSE button.
The ACIS Viewer can be installed from the CAM2 Measure CD-ROM.
Descriptive pictures are now in all of the CONSTRUCT ENTER VALUES dialogue boxes.

The File Menu
The LOGIN commands were moved to the FILE menu.
The EXPORT command was renamed EXPORT CAD.  CAM2 Measure now reads Spatial IGIS, Spatial STEP, Spatial VDA and Enhanced Metafiles.
The IMPORT command was renamed IMPORT CAD.  CAM2 Measure now reads native Spatial IGES, Spatial VDA, Spatial STEP, Spatial CATIA, and Spatial ProE files.
The new EXPORT XYZ DATA command allows you to export files to DATAPAGE, SPC Process, Microsoft Excel, XYZ OUT, and print Text Reports.
The IMPORT XYZ DATA command allows you to import DES, Label XYZ IN, and XYZ In files.
The SETUP command was renamed PREFERENCES and moved to the FILE menu. The PREFERENCES command was divided into Application and Part Preference commands.
The PREFERENCES combo boxes have additional functions.
The following Setup Options are Application Preferences:
AutoPlane Select
Collection Mode
Home In Sounds
Surface Inspection
Device As Mouse
Dynamic Surface Display
Nominal Vector Selection
Number of Digits for Label
Default Units
The following Setup Options are Part Preferences:
Print Directory
Auto Nominal Association
Round Slot Length Printing
Allow Part Name Change During Print Function
Iteration Converge Limit
Iteration Converge Count
Scan Measurement
Tubing Turn Direction
Tubing Turn Angle
Logo File

Review Features
Review Features moved to the FILE menu.
Any alignment can be recalled from any Review Features combo box. You can select multiple features and apply changes to tolerances and nominals. You can also view selected multiple features at the same time on the screen, quickly erase a group of multiple features, or print selected features to a printer.
A CANCEL button has been added to the REVIEW FEATURES dialogue box. This cancels all modifications, except for those features added to the database with the FROM SCREEN button.
A FLIP VECTOR button is now on the REVIEW tab so you can quickly switch vectors.
Datums can be labeled from the Review Features, REVIEW tab.
From the TOLERANCES tab, you can change tolerances of measured features and save them in the current measurement file. Pressing the LOAD FROM PREFERENCE button recalls the default preferences.
GDT has been added to the TOLERANCES tab.
In the NOMINALS tab, a flexible nominal association allows any measured feature type to be associated to any type of nominal feature.
The new DETAILS tab lists all the features used to construct other features. The measuring device serial number, certification date, probe diameter, and temperature reading are now available.

Learn/Execute
EXECUTE ONLY and LEARN/EXECUTE commands moved to the FILE menu.
In Off-Line Learn, a CAM2 SPC Graph Measurement (.mes) file and a CAM2 SPC Graph text report can be saved.
Construct Tube command has been added to Off-Line Learn. This allows the user to print reports containing PTB and XYZ data, as well as the constructed tube entity.

DES In
The measurement template automatically identifies nominal features.

Label XYZ In
Supports DMIS.
A flexible, user interface supports a variety of formats.

Text Reports
The Text Reports HEADER dialogue box has been redesigned and renamed as the ENTER HEADER INFORMATION dialogue box. Now you can enter the operator name, part name, serial number, FaroArm serial number, controller serial number, date of factory certification, current date and time, and current measurement unit all from the same dialogue box. All header files are now edited from the EDIT HEADER FILE dialogue box.
Headers were designed specifically for SPC Process, DATAPAGE, Excel, and Text Reports.

The View Menu
The "M" Multiple Select Tool hot key was added.
Label commands moved to the VIEW menu. The CHANGE LABEL FONT command was added.
The READ/WRITE OPTIONS command for programming options is now available. Options have
default values assigned to them that you can change and save.
The PROMPT BAR FONT command was added to the VIEW menu so you can change fonts and characteristics of messages in the PROMPT window at the bottom of the screen.

The Devices Menu
LEAP FROG moved to the DEVICES menu and was renamed MOVE DEVICE POSITION.

The Main Menu
The MAIN menu was deleted. All commands were moved to the following locations:
The SETUP command moved to the FILE menu and was renamed PREFERENCES.
LEARN EXECUTE and EXECUTE ONLY moved to the FILE menu.
REVIEW FEATURES moved to the FILE menu.
BUILD MODE command moved to the MEASURE menu.
The CERTIFICATION command moved to the MEASURE menu. CERTIFICATION: BALL BAR is now called the CERTIFICATION: SINGLE POINT command.
LOGIN commands moved to the FILE menu.

The Measure Menu
Tube diameter data is now in the Create Model PTB, Create Model XYZ dialogue boxes.
An IMPORT button was added to the Create Model PTB, Create Model XYZ, Measure, and Tube Fitting commands so users can import tube data.
The option to create Learn files has been added to the Create Model PTB and Create Model XYZ commands.
A Measurement Template allows you to add nominal features to the database first before taking measurements.
All features can now be measured by scanning.
The NONCOMPENSATED POINT command was renamed COMP OFF.
SURFACE EDGE point was added to the Surface options.
Sheet Metal TRIMMED EDGE was renamed TRIMMED POINT and HEMMED EDGE was renamed HEMMED POINT.
BUILD MODE is now in the MEASURE menu.
A CUSTOM measurement command was added to allow you to enter the measured value of a part that was measured with a device not used with CAM2 Measure.  This command typically shows only the measurement data of a part on a printed report.
RADIAL WALL THICKNESS was added to the Scan options. It measures the thickness of a straight tube. 
Certification commands moved to the MEASURE menu.

The Alignment Menu
ALIGNMENT dialogue boxes now contain a Constructed and Nominal alignment option. Constructed 3-2-1 type alignments are generated from measured and constructed features. Nominal 3-2-1 type alignments are generated from nominal and constructed nominal features.
The 3-2-1 < CIRCLE-SLOT alignment was added to align a measured circle and a slot. This is used on a part that fits into a next higher assembly or fixture.
Simplified CAD = PART alignment allows you to set up an exact alignment between the Constructed Coordinate System and the Nominal Coordinate System. This can remove the need to translate or rotate an alignment.


